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Saint Petersburg – “Paris of the East”
▪ Welcome, thanks for attending my lecture
▪ Russian joke: Military parade -4 marchers in suits
▪ Saint Petersburg is one of most beautiful and historically important cities in Russia
and indeed Europe - rivals London and Paris.
▪ Special time of 21 White Nights (June 11-July 2)
▪ “Contrived” city –built in swamp to drag backward Russia to Europe
▪ Cultural city - home of Hermitage, one of the greatest museums in world and scores
of outstanding theatres and palaces.

▪ Revolutionary city – where the 1917 Communist Revolution took place
▪ Tragic city – where Stalin’s executed and exiled hundreds of thousands and of the
deadly WW II siege.
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St Petersburg’s Significance
◼
◼

◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
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Built in swamp – 44 islands with 300 bridges
Peter wanted “To hack a window to Europe” – a
city that looked and lived like Europe
Center of Revolutions – Decembrist & Communist
Capital for 200 years
Lost political capital but still “Cultural Capital”
Suffered horribly in WW II 3-year siege by Nazis
5 million population – 2nd to Moscow
Well preserved 18th and 19th monuments, palaces,
museums, theaters, etc.
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Opened, then Revolution & Iron Curtain closed window to Europe
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St Petersburg’s Significance
“Once a swamp, then an imperial capital, and now a showpiece of vanished
aristocratic opulence resurrected from the dingy ruins of communism” –
Rick Steves, Scandinavian and Northern European Cruise Ports
Built by Peter the Great who wanted “To hack a window to Europe” – a city
that looked and lived like Europe – and to turn the back on “ancient” Rus
Center of Revolutions – world’s 1st communist capital – which eventually
produced the Iron Curtain that slammed the window to Europe shut
Thus the irony: built by Peter the Great to make Russia more like Europe
then 1917 Communist Revolution built a totalitarian state which walled
itself off from the West
Capital for 200 years, lost political capital to Moscow but still “Cultural
Capital”
Attacked by hostile forces, especially the horrific WW II 3-year siege by
Nazis, but never entered
5 million population – 2nd to Moscow
White nights – 21 nights from June 11 to July 1 the sun doesn’t set
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Chronology of Rise, Decline & Revive of St Petersburg
◼

Rise of St Petersburg
◼
◼
◼

◼

Decline of St Petersburg
◼
◼
◼
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

1917-30: Revolution, war, capital moved, 2 million exit
1945: WW II siege, 40% died, becomes ghost-city
1950: Elite executed or exiled by Stalin
1991: Collapse of USSR

Revive of St Petersburg
◼

◼

1703-25: Founded by Peter the Great to turn to Europe
r.1762-96: Catherine the Great “Golden Age”
1900: Industrial center and 5th city of Europe

2000: Rise of Putinism/Medvedev
Currently: Showcase, Gazprom HQ, 2nd city
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Chronology of Rise, Decline and Revive of St Petersburg
Rise of St Petersburg
◼
1703-96: Founded by Peter the Great and prospered under Catherine
the Great (r. 1762-96)
◼
1815: After role in Napoleonic wars, much acclaimed
◼
1861: End serfdom; industrialisation, revolutionary ideas
◼
1900: Industrial center and 5th largest city in Europe, stock market
value greater than Wall Street
Decline of St Petersburg
◼
1917-30: Revolution, civil war, capital moved, 2 million people flee
◼
1935:Imperial treasures sold to acquire modern factories
◼
1945: WW II siege, 40% civilians died, becomes ghost-city
◼
1950: Elite executed and/or exiled by Stalin
Revive of St Petersburg
◼
2006: Russia joins G-8 and Putin showcases St Petersburg
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St Petersburg: Imperial center of Europe’s
most powerful empire in 19th century
The victorious Russian Empire that emerged from
the [1812] wars with Napoleon was clearly the
most powerful on the European continent. …
Saint Petersburg …equal[ed] Rome in every way.
Buildings that dwarfed the Pantheon, cathedrals
that rivaled St. Peter’s, and parade grounds that
surpassed any in Paris, Vienna, London, or even
ancient Rome itself …. [Russian] empire stretched
almost halfway around the world.
-- W. Bruce Lincoln, Sunlight at Moonlight: Saint Petersburg and the
Rise of Russia, Basic Books, 2000, Pages 353-354
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Saint Petersburg: Imperial center of Europe’s most powerful empire in
19th century
The victorious Russian Empire that emerged from the [1812] wars with
Napoleon was clearly the most powerful on the European continent. … Saint
Petersburg as its imperial center …equal[ed] Rome in every way. Buildings that
dwarfed the Pantheon, cathedrals that rivaled St. Peter’s, and parade grounds
that surpassed any in Paris, Vienna, London, or even ancient Rome itself ….
[Russian] empire stretched almost halfway around the world. -- W. Bruce
Lincoln, Sunlight at Moonlight: Saint Petersburg and the Rise of Russia, Basic
Books, 2000, Pages 353-354

•

A city of many names

•

Renamed Petrograd, “Peters city”, to get rid of the German name Saint
Petersburg.

•

Then renamed Leningrad in 1924 after Lenin’s death.

•

In 1991city voted to return name to St. Petersburg

•

Many nicknames: window to Europe, Venice of the North, Russian Venice,
Northern Capital, Beer capital of Russia, Museum Capital, Second Capital,
Cultural Capital …

•

It is the world’s largest northern metropolitan area
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Peter the Great
(1672-1725)
*Towering 6’8”
figure
* Founder of
Window to Europe
*Defeated Sweden
*West feared:
another Holy
Roman Emperor?
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Peter the Great (1672-1725) – a towering figure 6’8” tall and
Emperor for 43 years
Defeated powerful Swedish
Founded Saint Petersburg in 1703
City was built by conscripted peasants from all over Russia
Traveled western Europe incognito and then opened window to
Europe
Infested, flood prone, boggy but strategic access to Baltic
Built a huge Empire and a major power
Converted medieval society to European
Europe feared Peter would become like a Holy Roman Emperor
Peter died at the age of 52-his efforts to modernize Russia had met
with opposition of the Russian nobility and several attempts on his life
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Catherine the Great (r.1762-96)
Led the “Golden Age”
• Hermitage
• Patron of science
• Adorned St Petersburg
• But
• Disposed husband
• 12 lovers
• Kept serfdom

“You are the brightest star of the North, and there never
has been any other luminary so beneficial" – Voltaire
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Catherine the Great (r.1762-96)
▪

◼

◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

The period of Catherine the Great's rule, the Catherinian Era, is considered the
Golden Age of Russia
Empress after a coup of her hated husband’s, Peter III, death or murder
Luxurious and decadent court life – 12 lovers
Started collection of the Hermitage
Adorned Saint Petersburg and its gardens
Patron of science, arts and education
Loved by elite and Western intellectuals for her enlightenment
But didn’t free serfs

“You are the brightest star of the North, and there never has been any other
luminary so beneficial" – Voltaire
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Russian Empire

*1721 to 1917
*Large estates, serfdom
*3rd largest ever
*170 mil. people 1914

Saint Petersburg
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Russian Empire: 3rd largest in history
Over 200 years (1721 to 1917 Revolution)
3rd largest empire, surpassed only by British and Mongol
From Arctic to Black Sea, from Baltic to Pacific and Alaska
Rise coincided with decline of neighboring rivals: Golden Horde, Swedish Empire,
Polish–Lithuanian Commonwealth, Persia and Ottoman Empire
Played a major role in 1812–1814 in defeating Napoleon
In 1897 third-largest population to China and India
Agricultural with large estates worked by serfs until they freed in 1861
Empire collapsed during the Revolution of 1917, largely as a result of massive
failures in its participation in the First World War.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Russian_Empire
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1917 Revolutions and Civil War
◼
◼
◼

◼
◼
◼

◼

Tsar Nicholas II (r.1894-1917) was a time of troubles and change
WW I went bad - unrest and food scarcity rose
Germany helped Lenin (1870-1924) sneak back in
Lenin withdrew Russia from hated WWI
Tsar fell amid the crises and Lenin seized power on Oct 25
Russian Civil War of (1917–22) followed Bolshevik Red Army vs. White Army of
anti-Bolsheviks and pro-German foreign armies
Lenin moved capital to Moscow in 1918; Petrograd emptied
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Terrible Times: Nazi siege & Stalin’s purge
• Longest
siege:
900-day
Nazi WWII
• Million
died, city
emptied
• Stalin
purged
leaders
Sep 8, 1941 – Jan 27, 1944
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Terrible Times: Nazi siege & Stalin’s purge
•

Leningrad Siege: Longest (900 days) and deadliest (1 mil.)

•

Germans encircled on Sep 8, 1941 siege began

•

City's 3 million refused to surrender and any fled, the rest endured

•

More than a million civilians died, mostly from starvation and many
escaped leaving the city largely depopulated

•

Meanwhile the heroic city lived on - treasures hidden, Shostakovich’s
Seventh performed

•

In the “Leningrad affair” (1949-52), Stalin had the entire leadership of
Leningrad executed or imprisoned
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Brutal Industrialization & Totalitarianism

14 mil. victims, denounced by Khrushchev, yet
now more popular than Putin!

◼
◼

◼
◼

◼

◼
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Post WW II reconstruction
Ruined by WW II, there followed harsh, bleak and starving conditions
Stalinism wrought forced collectivism, industrialization, centralization,
repression…
Deaths of perhaps 14 million victims of repression during Stalinism
Stalin (1878-1953) had cult of personality: called the "Builder of
Socialism", "Architect of Communism", "Leader of Progressive
Humanity" and “Gardner of Happiness”
But after his death, his successor Nikita Khrushchev in his 1956
“secret speech” denounced Stalin and eased the totalitarianism
Astonishing, to me, at least, 2019 polls in Russia indicate Stalin at a
70% rating is even higher than Putin’s 66%
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Russia’s growth fooled everyone
in 1950s to 1970s
“Growth was so rapid that it took in generations of
Westerners…. It took in the [CIA]…. It even took in the
Soviet Union’s own leaders, such as Nikita Khrushchev, who
famously boasted… in 1956 that “we will bury you”[the
West]…. Indeed, … Paul Samuelson, repeatedly predicted the
coming economic dominance of the Soviet Union… by 1984…”
“Though … could produce rapid economic growth, they could
not do so in a sustained way. By 1970s, economic growth
had all but stopped. The most important lesson is that
extractive institutions cannot generate sustained technological
change for two reasons: the lack of economic incentives and
resistance by the elites.”
*Daron Acemoglu and James A. Robinson, Why Nations Fail: The Origins of Power, Prosperity, and Poverty,
Crown, 2012, pages 127-8.
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It’s growth fooled everyone in 1950s to 1970s

“Growth was so rapid that it took in generations of Westerners…. It took
in the [CIA]…. It even took in the Soviet Union’s own leaders, such as
Nikita Khrushchev, who famously boasted… in 1956 that “we will bury
you”[the West]…. Indeed, … Paul Samuelson, repeatedly predicted the
coming economic dominance of the Soviet Union… by 1984…”
“Though … Soviet leaders could produce rapid economic growth, they
could not do so in a sustained way. By the 1970s, economic growth had
all but stopped. The most important lesson is that extractive institutions
cannot generate sustained technological change for two reasons: the lack
of economic incentives and resistance by the elites.”
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Century of USSR Percent US GDP
Year
1913
1920
1933
1946
1956
1975
1990
1999
2016
◼
◼

◼
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Period

USSR/US
Pre WW I
56%
Post WWI & Revolution
20%
Great Depression
58%
Post WWII
32%
Khrushchev "We'll bury you"
49%
USSR Peak %
70%
Fall Berlin Wall
62%
Post USSR bottom
16%
Latest available
31%

Revolution

Threat

Peak
Bottom
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Maddison Project Database, version 2018 downloaded June 1,
Century of highs and lows of USSR
2019, of Real GDP in 2011 US$.
For most of us, we have lived through the Cold War and the Fall of the Berlin Wall
This chart traces the USSR vs. US rivalry in terms of the relative sizes of their
economies measured in total GDP – not per capita GDP mentioned earlier
Green shading marks USSR highs and orange the lows
At outset of WW I, USSR GDP was 56% of US but then plunged due to the costly
effects of the war which prompted Lenin to exit
USSR faired relatively better than the US during the Great Depression and rose up
to 58% US GDP
WW II was very costly for Russia with maybe 20 million dead and Saint
Petersburg and other cities hollowed out
USSR GDP peaked at 70% of US in 1975, but fell to a century low of 16% after
the fall of the USSR
Putin in 2005 called collapse of the Soviet empire “greatest geopolitical
catastrophe of the century”
A year ago in 2018, Putin further said he would reverse the collapse of the Soviet
Union if he could and then asserted Russia has an arsenal of nuclear-capable
weapons that no foe can defeat
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Catherine Palace (Tsarskoye Selo)

1000-ft long, gilded with 250 pounds of gold
Built 1708, Nazi damaged 1945, Reopened 2003

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼
◼
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Tsarskoye Selo: Catherine Palace
"Tsar's Village" residence of imperial family 15 mi south of Saint
Petersburg
In 1708, Peter the Great gave to his wife, the future Empress
Catherine I
Later Catherine the Great extended and became popular summer
residence of nobility
Retreating German forces after the siege destroyed the residence,
reconstruction was not completed until 2003
It’s 1000-ft long and has roof gilded with 250 pounds of gold
Now a World Heritage Site

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Tsarsko%C3%AFe_Selo.png
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Peterhof Palace and fountains

"Russian Versailles” – Patterned after Versailles
celebration of 1721 Russian victory over Swedes
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The Peterhof Palace
• Series of palaces and gardens commissioned by Peter the Great as a direct
response to the Palace of Versailles by Louis XIV of France
• 64 Fountains of the Grand Cascade, including large Samson Fountain which
depicts the moment when Samson tears open the jaws of a lion, representing
Russia's victory over Sweden in the 21-year long Great Northern War,
• Fountains operate by gravity without the use of pumps
• In WWII, German Army largely destroyed Peterhof.
• Peterhof was a celebration of access to the Baltic and modernization of
Russia
• Russia was about a century late to modernization and industrialization
.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peterhof_Palace
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The Hermitage

Winter Palace – Icon of 1917 Revolution,
World’s 2nd largest museum
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The Hermitage
• Official residence of Emperors from 1732 to 1917
• Today and its precincts form the Hermitage Museum
• Storming of the palace in 1917, is iconic symbol of the Russian Revolution.
• Museum founded in 1764 by Catherine the Great
• Now, second to Louvre as largest museum in world
• Total 3 million items in 6 historic buildings
• Now open to public but named Hermitage – “a dwelling of a hermit” because in its
early days, only very few people were allowed to visit.

• Many masterpieces were clandestinely sold to fund industrialization after 1917
Revolution
• Includes many masterpieces from confiscations from Russian nobility, looted by
soldiers in Germany in WW II and war reparations, and transferred from elsewhere in
Russia
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Church
on
Spilled
Blood

16
Richly decorated Orthodox Church with onions

Church on Spilled Blood
▪

Richly decorated Russian Orthodox Church now a museum

▪

Built where Tsar Alexander II assassinated in 1881 and completed in
1907

▪

Richly decorated façade and onion domes

▪

Onion domes – an old tradition of Russian architecture represent
candles and often appear in groups of three, representing the Holy
Trinity

▪

Fate thrice saved her onion shape:
•

1917 Bolsheviks planned to demolish but converted to
warehouse

•

1940's demolition ironically saved by siege

•

1967 demolition of this monument to Christianity, preserved as a
museum

•
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Saint Isaac's Cathedral - ROC
◼
◼
◼

◼
◼

4th tallest dome
Gold-plated
Influenced US &
Finland capitols
ROC & gov’t unity
Moscow -3rd Rome
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◼
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Saint Isaac's Cathedral
World’s 4th tallest dome; plated with pure gold
Bronze doors patterned after Ghiberti’s on Baptistery in Florence
Design influenced US Capitol and Cathedral in Helsinki
After fall the 1453 of Constantinople (Istanbul) Moscow claimed to be
“Third Rome”
Church and state were closely tied - Tsar was head of the church
Soviets in 1922 - first state to eliminate religion, confiscated church
property, harassed believers, and propagated atheism
Church returned to prominence since fall of USSR & supported Putin
Weekly church attendance low - about same as Europe
Despite low attendance, 85% ROC affiliation claimed

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Saint_Isaac%27s_Cathedral.jpg
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We can see the palaces, but not
their human costs

80% were serfs, sold with the land until 1861
18

◼
◼

◼

◼
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We can see the palaces, but not the human costs
St Petersburg’s magnificence was built at a heavy cost
St Petersburg’s construction and Empire built by long-suffering
Russian people
Conscripted serfs who had to provide their own tools and food, often
under military escort and in shackles and died in droves building St
Petersburg
Restricted construction of stone buildings elsewhere so stonemasons
would come to build new city
1000s of merchants, traders, artisans, and aristocrats ordered to move
there
Opponents repressed, executed or exiled
In 1800s some 50 million of 60 million total population were serfs,
sold with the land they were “attached” to and were not freed until
1861
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Collapse of USSR- 1991

◼
◼

◼

Fall Berlin Wall
Gorbachev resigns
Yelsin takes over

◼

USSR – 15 members
independent
19
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Saint Petersburg Revives

Putin-Medvedev “tandemocracy”

Gazprom HQ
Europe’s tallest
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Saint Petersburg, whither?
•

“ ‘The bronze horseman statue reflecting the poem of Pushkin,
Russia’s greatest poet, asks ‘Where were you plant your hooves? And
on whom?”

•

The answer, at lest for now lies in the hands of Vladimir Putin and
Dmitry Medvedev, the “tandem rulers”

•

Putin has ruled for 19 years and with Medvedev for 11 of those 19
years

•

Both are from Saint Petersburg, and worked there together prior to
Moscow

•

They clearly have a strong grip on Russia’s politics and are likely to be
kind to their home town
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Russia’s Showcase

Putin & Xi in St Petersburg, June 2019
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June St. Petersburg Economic Forum
• Deal for China's Huawei to build Russia's 5G vs. US ban
• Putin says the US Ban risks 'technological war’

• Russia hit by five years of international sanctions - U.S.' trade war with
China is also putting the brakes on growth.
• Recent unpopular VAT hike from 18 to 20% also constrained economy
• Stalling growth of 1%
• Structural reforms - boosting exports, productivity, small and mediumsized business

Source: Putin and Xi show a unified front against Trump in St. Petersburg
Analysis by Nathan Hodge, CNN, Updated 1:32 AM ET, Sat June 8, 2019
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Russia Today
◼

◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

Large economy &
military
Weak economy
Medium income
Declining population
Gas & oil driven
Ambitious plans
Nostalgia

Russia's World
Rankings, 2018
GDP
6
Education (PISA)
28
Competitiveness
43
Human Development 49
Per Capita GDP
53
Happiness Index
68
Inequality
82
Prosperity Index
96
Corruption Index
138
Life Expectancy
154
22
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Saint Petersburg: Summary & Conclusions
I. Why a great city?
Russia’s window to West, Imperial & cultural fame
II.How did she rise?
Catherine the Great’s wile and flair lifted from remote
swamp to imperial center of great empire

III. Why did she fall?
Suffered Revolutions & WW II, politicians left for Moscow
but saved by art treasures and nostalgia

IV. How did revive?
Spectacular city of culture and tourism, 2nd most important
city
23

Saint Petersburg: summary and conclusions

I.

Why a great city?
▪

II.

How did she rise?
•

III.

Using Peter the Great’s strategy, Catherine the great’s while
and flare, rose from the swamps at the periphery to be a
imperial center of a great empire

How has she fared?

•
IV.

Russia’s window to the west, Imperial and cultural fame

Suffered through revolutions and World War II, abandoned by
politicians but saved by art treasures and nostalgia

What’s are standing today?
•

Spectacular city of a collapsed Empire now driven by Putinism,
energy and nostalgia
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Appendix
Supplemental slides with
with background
information and data
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Russia in but not of Europe
– fundamentally different
“[S]he had no Roman papacy, no …
medieval … civic liberties, no Renaissance,
no Scientific Revolution, no participation in
the Discoveries, no native Enlightenment, no
French Revolution. She waited until the
twentieth century to complete her
industrialization, and then did it, surprisingly,
[with communism] imported from western
Europe.”*
25
*J. M. Roberts, A History of Europe, Allen Lane, 1997, page 584

Distinction of Russia from European Civilization
•
As I have repeatedly mentioned, Russia’s society and prosperity differ
distinctly from the Nordic countries and the rest of Europe.
•
Here’s how the great British historian, JM Roberts, explains the reason
for the distinction:
“[S]he had no Roman papacy, no Investiture struggle, no medieval
immunities and civic liberties, no Renaissance, no Scientific Revolution, no
participation in the Discoveries, no native Enlightenment, no French
Revolution. She waited until the twentieth century to complete her
industrialization, and then did it, surprisingly, within an ideological
framework imported from western Europe.”*
• Furthermore it remains distinct – in fact it’s economic standing relative to
Europe was higher centuries ago that it is today

25

Peter & Paul Fortress & Cathedral

Symbol of Saint Petersburg and world's tallest Orthodox
bell tower
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Peter & Paul Fortress & Cathedral
• At center of the State Museum of Saint Petersburg
• Monument of history, architecture and fortification of the 18th-20th
centuries
• A symbol of Saint Petersburg
• Tombs of Peter the Great, Catherine the Great, and Nicholas II
• Russian Orthodox Cathedral is the first and oldest landmark
• Both cathedral and fortress were built under Peter the Great
• Cathedral's bell tower is the world's tallest Orthodox bell tower
• Cathedral is considered the highest Orthodox Church in the world
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1917 Revolutions and Civil War

Much Exiled,
Father of 1917
Revolution
(1870-1924)

Haunting museum housing Red’s HQ
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1917 Revolutions and Civil War
◼
◼

◼
◼
◼

◼

WW I went bad - unrest and food scarcity rose
Germany helped Lenin (1870-1924) sneak exiled back in and he withdrew Russia
from the war
Tsar Nicholas II (r.1894-1917) was a time of troubles and change
Tsar fell amid the crises and Lenin seized power on Oct 25
Russian Civil War of (1917–22) followed Bolshevik Red Army vs. White Army of
anti-Bolsheviks and pro-German foreign armies
Lenin moved capital to Moscow in 1918; Petrograd emptied

Vladimir Lenin, was exiled to Siberia and then went to Western Europe, returned to
Russia and was exiled again. After the outbreak of the February Revolution, German
authorities aided Lenin to Russia in hoping, correctly he would undermine the Russian
WW I effort. But he was condemned as a “German agent” and forced to flee to Finland.
After Bolsheviks won in Petrograd, Lenin secretly returned and became dictator of the
world’s first Marxist state. He made peace with Germany, nationalized industry and
distributed land but, had to fight a devastating civil war against czarist forces. After czarist
defeat, the USSR was established in 1922 . After Lenin’s death in 1924, Petrograd was
renamed Leningrad in his honor and Joseph Stalin succeeded him.
https://www.history.com/this-day-in-history/lenin-returns-to-russia-from-exile>
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Population Explosion Implosion
Working Age (20-64) Population Change
Japan
Estonia
Russian Fed
Netherlands
Finland
Denmark
Sweden
US
Norway

1960-90 1990-2020 2020-2050
50%
-10%
-23%
28%
-18%
-22%
28%
0%
-17%
52%
8%
-8%
27%
2%
0%
21%
8%
2%
14%
16%
9%
50%
31%
10%
22%
32%
16%
30

Population Explosion Implosion
•

From the standpoint of population and human capital, Russia looks like
a power in the grip of all but irremediable decline.

•

Overall health is still dire - 15-year-old Russian males life expectancy
less than their counterparts in Haiti.

•

Despite an ostensibly educated citizenry, very low in many components
of human resources

•

Working population is crucial – for it is the economic backbone of the
country and generates the production and income enjoyed by the
young and old

•

Perhaps the worry about automation and robots leading to big
employment declines is overdone. – at least in many European
nations.

•

Demographics may not be destiny, greatly influence the long-term
competition between great powers and both Russia’s and China’s
demographic trends suggest decline not rise

30

Russian per capita GDP
relative to UK & Scandinavia
Per Capita GDP of Scandinavia and Russia vs.
UK past 300 years
Era
Pre-Revolution
Early Industrial Revolution
Late Industrial Revolution
Pre WW I
WW II
21st century

Year

Scandi
navia Russia

1700 67%
1820 59%
1870 48%
1913 59%
1940 63%
2006 109%

UK

49% $1,250
40% $1,706
30% $3,190
30% $4,921
29% $6,856
34% $23,013
31

• Russian GDP/capita has been low relative to UK and Scandinavia for 300 years
• If fact, it has trended downward until a recent uptick
• Per capita GDP in Russia has been around a third of UK
• Russia was late to the Industrial Revolution and its economy and people suffered
greatly during both world wars
• It also suffered after the collapse of Soviet Union – per capita GDP sunk to a low of
58% of 1990 by 1998 and it was 2006, 26 years after the fall before it recovered to
1990 level
• Russia did grow rapidly in the 1950s – double or triple the growth rate of per capita
GDP in the US
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Religious Commitment, 2018
Despite
anti-religion
in Russia,
today
church is
about same
as Nordics

Country or
Attend
Very
Affilaite
Region
Weekly Important
Denmark
70
3
9
Finland
78
4
10
Norway
57
7
19
Sweden
58
6
10
Estonia
55
2
6
Netherlands
51
12
20

Russia

85

7

16

After 1453 fall of
Constantinople
(Istanbul)
Moscow claimed
to be “Third
Rome”

Europe
UK
US

81
77
77

14
8
36

23
10
53

World

88

39

54

Source: pewforum.org/2018/06/13/how-religious-commitment32
varies-by-country-among-people-of-all-ages/

Despite anti-religion in Russia, today church is about same as Nordics
• Russia once touted its religious credentials - After fall the 1453 of Constantinople
(Istanbul) Moscow claimed to be “Third Rome”
• Church and state were closely tied before the revolution – the Tsar was head of the
church.
• Soviet Union in 1922 was first state to eliminate religion, they confiscated church
property, harassed believers, and propagated atheism in schools.
• Church has returned to prominence since fall of USSR and has supported Putin
• Weekly church attendance in Russia is about the same as in the rest of Europe,
albeit very low compared to US and world average

• Despite low weekly attendance, PEW survey shows a high Russian affiliation of
85%.
• Russian Orthodox Church maintains ties with Putin who has supported it
• ROC is an “autocephalous” church –i.e. it appoints its own head is not subject to an
external bishop
• ROC basic beliefs are the same although liturgy differs for Christian church
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Russia’s low rankings in Social Indicators
Country

Prosperity Happiness Education
Life
Corruption
HDI
Index
Index
(PISA) Expectancy Index

Denmark

5

2

17

47

1

11

Finland

3

1

8

31

3

12

Norway
Sweden
Estonia
Netherlands

1
6
26
9

3
7
55
5

17
25
5
13

21
16
83
26

7
3
18
8

1
7
30
10

Russia

96

68

28

154

138

49

UK
US

7
17

15
19

23
31

35
43

12
22

14
13

Source: Indicators latest year available in Wikipedia, April 2019, mostly 2018
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Russia’s low rankings in Social Indicators
• Nordic countries rank high major indicators of success such as prosperity,
happiness, educational attainment, life expectancy, absence of corruption, and
overall human development (HDI)

• As we review each country will we will go into more detail of these indicators, but it is
clear that the four Nordic countries, Denmark, Finland, Norway, and Sweden rank
better than either the UK or US or any other major Western countries and especially
far better than Russia
• Most would agree that these indicators are majored desirable characteristics and
features that most countries seek to achieve.
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Russia also ranks low in economic indicators
Income Competi
Per Capita
Military Tax %
Country
Equality tiveness
GDP (PPP)
% GDP GDP
(Gini)
Rank
Denmark
22
18
10
98
11
Finland
27
10
11
75
3
Norway
7
12
16
68
2
Sweden
18
13
9
105
5
Estonia
43
56
32
42
51
Netherlands
14
19
6
92
28
Russia
53
82
43
9
100
Source: Indicators latest year available in Wikipedia, April 2019, mostly 2018
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Russia also ranks low in economic indicators
•

The Nordics are the “Almost Nearly Perfect People” – they consistently
rank high in most international rankings – and exceed the rankings of
other major Western Countries such as US, UK, Germany, Canada,
and Australia

•

They outrank Russia by a wide margin

•

They all have high income, low inequality and very competitive
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60 million Military and Civilian
Deaths in WW II
Country
USSR
India (British)
France
Italy
UK
US
Germany
Austria
Poland
Yugoslavia
Hungary
Czechoslovakia
China
Dutch East Indies
Japan
French Indochina
All others

Grand Total

Total
% of
deaths 1939 population
22.0
13.1%
1.6
0.4%
0.6
1.4%
0.5
1.0%
0.5
0.9%
0.4
0.3%
7.0
10.0%
0.1
1.8%
5.6
16.1%
1.0
6.7%
0.6
6.4%
0.3
2.1%
10.0
1.9%
3.0
4.3%
2.6
3.7%
1.0
4.1%
3.2
0.9%

60.0

Consequences WW II
World War II was the deadliest
military conflict in history. Some
60 million people, perhaps as
many as 80 million, were killed,
nearly 3% of world population.
Civilians killed totaled from 38
to 55 million, including 13 to 20
million from war-related disease
and famine. Total military dead:
from 22 to 25 million, including
deaths in captivity of about 5
million prisoners of war

3.0%

wikipedia.org/wiki/World_War_II_casualties
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Saint Petersburg’s & Russia’s geopolitics
Long border with
former satellite
Finland

Lost capital to Moscow
440 miles distant

Vast, sparse,
remote & harsh

Moscow: strong central
control to prevent
disintegration

Warm water
access

China & Pacific
threat

Perched on
periphery

Kazakhstan – ally
with aged
dictator
“Stans” – Resources
& US access to
Afghan
Border former
USSR states now in
EU and/or NATO

Crimea – annexed
March 2014

Caucasus: Vital
access to seas
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Saint Petersburg’s & Russia’s geopolitics
•

Saint Petersburg, long the capital and power of Russia, now distant from all
powerful Moscow and at 5 million population about half the size of Moscow

•

Although the capital was transferred to Moscow over 100 years ago, Saint
Petersburg remains Russia’s second most important city

•

St Petersburg is located close to Finland, a part of the former Russian Empire and
Estonia and Latvia, former members of USSR

•

Longtime rival Sweden is not far away

•

But today much of geopolitics is focused far away from Saint Petersburg – Crimea,
Ukraine, China, Turkey and Syria

•

While Russia still has the largest land area – 50% greater than US, EU or China, it
is no longer as dominant since the USSR collapsed.

•

Nevertheless, it retains much global clout under Putin
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Refresher chronology of USSR
1914: Russian Empire most powerful in Europe
2. 1917 – Russia exits WW I, has Communist Revolution
3. 1933-45 –Hitler & Stalin starved & killed 14 mil. in “Blood
Lands” (mostly Poland and Ukraine)
4. 1945 -WW II ends; 27 of 72 mil. deaths in USSR
5. 1947 - Russia occupies E. Europe, Cold War begins
6. 1956 – Khrushchev denounces Stalin, eases totalitarianism
7. 1957 - Sputnik – first satellite to circle earth
8. 1960 – China-Soviet split
9. 1962 - Cuban Missile Crisis – nuclear war brink
10. 1972 - Détente: Nixon visits USSR and signs arms control
11. 1980 – Invades Afghanistan – US embargo grain
12. 1980 – Third of world population in 17 communist states 37
1.

Timeline: U.S.SR – 1917 to Gorbachev's glasnost and perestroika
1917

Bolshevik Revolution: Russian Soviet Socialist Republic established

1918-1921 Lenin purges Party, socializes economy; 5 million die of famine

1922 formation of U.S.SR
1924-1929 Stalin’s 1st Five-Year Plan, collectivizes agriculture, industrializes
1936

Millions die in Stalin's Great Purge (through 1953)

1945
World War II ends; 27 of 72 million deaths in U.S.SR (U.S. battle deaths
were 292,131)

1945 Russia occupies Eastern Europe, Cold War begins
1949

Soviets explode atomic device

1953

Stalin dies and Khrushchev becomes head of Communist Party

1961

Soviets launch world's first manned space flight

1962

Cuban Missile Crisis, Khrushchev withdraws missiles from Cuba

1969

Sino-Soviet split & border clashes

1972

Détente: Nixon visits U.S.SR and signs arms control

1978-1982 Soviets invade Afghanistan
1985-1991 Gorbachev attempts to improve faltering economy
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Refresher chronology of USSR
13.
14.
15.
16.

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

1985-91- Gorbachev tries openness and reform
1989 – Fall of Berlin Wall
1991 – Collapse USSR
1999 - Yeltsin resigns and Putin elected president
2001 – Post 9/11 support of U.S. & antiterrorism
2004 - Putin wins 2nd term and consolidates power
2008 - Medvedev President and Putin prime minister
2008 – Georgia military conflict
2012 – Putin re-elected
2014 – Russia annexes Crimea
2015 – Russian military intervenes in Syria
2016 – Russia interferes in US elections
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Timeline: U.S.SR – 1917 to Gorbachev's glasnost and perestroika
1917

Bolshevik Revolution: Russian Soviet Socialist Republic established

1918-1921 Lenin purges Party, socializes economy; 5 million die of famine

1922 formation of U.S.SR
1924-1929 Stalin’s 1st Five-Year Plan, collectivizes agriculture, industrializes
1936

Millions die in Stalin's Great Purge (through 1953)

1945
World War II ends; 27 of 72 million deaths in U.S.SR (U.S. battle deaths
were 292,131)

1945 Russia occupies Eastern Europe, Cold War begins
1949

Soviets explode atomic device

1953

Stalin dies and Khrushchev becomes head of Communist Party

1961

Soviets launch world's first manned space flight

1962

Cuban Missile Crisis, Khrushchev withdraws missiles from Cuba

1969

Sino-Soviet split & border clashes

1972

Détente: Nixon visits U.S.SR and signs arms control

1978-1982 Soviets invade Afghanistan
1985-1991 Gorbachev attempts to improve faltering economy
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Lakhta Center – Europe’s
tallest
◼

◼

87-story skyscraper
(1,516 ft) tall
New headquarters
of Russian energy
company Gazprom
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